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Woodmoor Public Safety Dispatch Summary

Grand Total 105

Date Arrive Location: OfficerID: Category Nature

2/1/2015 12:58:00 AM Silent Forest Point Mark Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above area, I found the garage door open at the above address.  Owner contacted and closed the door. MS

2/1/2015 8:27:00 AM Woodmoor Drive Kevin Assist Citizen Assist

RP states a semi-truck is stuck trying to get up the hill near the above address.  I responded and stopped traffic while he backed down and was able to turn around.  I then 
led him back to Northbound I-25 in case he was trying to avoid the port of entry. KN

2/1/2015 6:25:00 PM Lewis Palmer Elementary School Cody Suspicous Activity Suspicious Vehicle

While checking the above location, I observed VID 2381 parked in the back of the school near the entrance to the playground. No one was in the vehicle or found in 
surrounding area.

2/2/2015 6:52:00 AM Smugglers Way Chad Suspicous Activity Suspicious Incident

RP, neighbor of the above address reported that a van was parked in the driveway at the above address.  I responded and found that a new RV was in the driveway and it 
belonged to the homeowner. CF

2/3/2015 1:50:00 AM Bend in the Trail Road Justin Assist Citizen Assist

RP from the above address stated that she left in a hurry due to an emergency and believed that she left the garage door open.  I arrived and found the door secured, no 
further action taken. JG

2/3/2015 7:45:00 AM Lakeview Lane Chad Suspicous Activity Suspicious Incident

RP states that someone knocked on his door and was activating his motion lights.  I responded and was not able to locate anyone in the area. CF

2/3/2015 11:12:00 AM Sloan Lane Chad Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

2/3/2015 2:34:00 PM Lake Woodmoor Drive Art Vehicle/Traffic Traffic Complaint

RP, PID 4950 reports a white delivery truck with the name "Ernest" was driving in the middle of the road and forced her onto the shoulder.  I searched the area and the 
vehicle was GOA.  AB

2/3/2015 3:06:00 PM Lake Woodmoor Drive Chad Animal Complaint Animal Complaint

RP stated that a dog from a house on the above road is always going over to his house.  He stated that he talked to the owner but he said that she didn’t care.  I explained 
that he can call our mobile number when the dog is loose and once we verify that the dog is out of its yard we can issue a violation.  The RP thanked me for the information 
and said that if the problem continues he will call us. CF

2/3/2015 7:20:00 PM Cloverleaf Road Art Suspicous Activity Suspicious Vehicle

While on patrol, VID 2382 was found parked near the intersection of Caribou West and the above location.  No driver could be located. AB
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2/4/2015 9:57:00 AM Old Antlers Way Chad Vehicle/Traffic Traffic Accident

RP informed me that three vehicles had gone off the above road.  I responded and I found one vehicle was on the side of the road due to mechanical problems.  A second 
and third vehicle had lost control on the icy roads trying to avoid the first vehicle and were stuck in the ditch.  One of the vehicles had damage so I contacted State Patrol.  
While waiting, a tow truck arrived to pick up the first vehicle as I directed traffic.  As I was letting a blue truck pass, a gold SUV came down the hill at a high rate of speed 
and when the driver saw the blue truck in the road the driver hit her brakes and lost control on the ice.  The gold SUV hit the blue truck and also one of the vehicles in the 
ditch.  This vehicle was then pushed in the direction of myself and the owners of the vehicle and had to move out of the way to avoid being hit.  I checked and made sure no 
one was hurt and called 911 to request TLFD due to vehicle fluid in the road.  I also requested an additional unit for traffic control.  Once State Patrol arrived on scene I 
stopped all traffic from going West until all vehicles could be cleared from the road. CF

2/4/2015 2:05:00 PM Woodmoor Drive Chad Suspicous Activity Suspicious Incident

RP from the above address called WIA stating that someone had gone off the road and hit a utility box.  I responded and found that an under ground box with large cable 
had been hit and the lid was knocked out of place.  I could not determine who owns the utility box.  Due to the snow in the area it appeared that this incident may have 
happened previously.  I contacted several utility companies so they could check if the box is theirs. CF

2/5/2015 12:57:00 AM Monument Vision Clinic Justin Suspicous Activity Suspicious Vehicle

While checking the above area, I found VID 2383 found parked at the above address.  The vehicle appeared to have been recently driven.  A check of the business and the 
surrounding area was negative in finding anyone. JG

2/5/2015 1:20:00 AM Prescotts Inc. Justin Suspicous Activity Suspicious Vehicle

While checking the above location, I found VID 2384 parked in the area.  The vehicle is unfamiliar so a thorough check of the business and the surrounding property was 
conducted with negative results. JG

2/5/2015 12:22:00 PM Greenwood Drive Art Alarm Alarm

ADT Security reports a front door activation at the above address.  I checked all doors and windows and the residence was found to be secure. AB

2/5/2015 7:30:00 PM Chipped Arrow Way Art Open Doors Open Door/Window

During the initial check of the above address, the first basement door from the garage side was found unsecure.  Unable to secure door due to the deadbolt being stuck.  I 
called the RP (PID 4951) concerning the door and also informed ADT Security of the situation. AB

2/5/2015 10:28:00 PM Towne Court Justin Open Doors Open Door/Window

While on patrol I found an open garage door at the above address.  I contacted the residents and they closed the door.  JG

2/6/2015 1:17:00 AM White Fawn Drive Justin Vehicle/Traffic Traffic Hazard

While on patrol, I found a large black trash bag full of garbage lying in the middle of the road with several other pieces of debris thrown about in the street.  I secured the 
bag and picked up the remaining trash and threw it in the WIA dumpster. 
JG

2/6/2015 9:54:00 AM Doewood Drive Kevin Suspicous Activity Suspicious Vehicle

While in the area I observed a silver Honda Civic occupied by 2 Hispanic parties driving slow and appeared to be lost.  I turned around and when I approached they did 
another u-turn and headed the other way.  I went around on Fawnwood and when I approached Doewood Drive they then did another u-turn and sped off heading west 
on Woodmoor Drive.  I never got close enough to see the license plate number. KN

2/6/2015 10:11:00 AM Knollwood Blvd Kevin Animal Complaint Animal Complaint

RP states she picked up a very friendly white/brown pit bull mix in front of the above address that appeared to be lost and was concerned for the dogs safety.  She said if 
the owner didn’t call she would take it to the Humane Society. KN

2/6/2015 1:50:00 PM Town of Monument Kevin Suspicous Activity Suspicious Incident

RP states a woman with blond hair driving a maroon colored SUV and has a large German Sheppard with her is suspected of selling drugs in the Mt. Herman area.  She said 
she has reported the incident to EPSO.  She also said another Charcoal Gray pickup occupied by 4 rough looking males were also seen in the area.  She is concerned that 
they may come to the Woodmoor area if they see a police presence in that area. KN.

2/6/2015 3:10:00 PM Portland Road Les Vehicle/Traffic Parking Complaint

RP advised of a illegally parked car on Portland Road.  I responded and found a vehicle legally parked on the street and unknown at this time if it is a visitor.  WPS to 
monitor for four days. LM

2/7/2015 12:23:00 AM Vista Verde Heights Mark Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the area, I found the garage door open at the above address.  Negative contact with the owner. MS

2/7/2015 12:33:00 AM Walters Point Mark Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the area, I found the garage door open at the above address.  Negative contact with the owner. MS

2/7/2015 1:05:00 AM Toboggan Hill Mark Suspicous Activity Suspicious Incident

RP states her dog was barking and thought something or someone may be in the common area.  I responded and nothing suspicious could be found. MS
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2/7/2015 6:03:00 AM Lake Woodmoor Mark Animal Complaint Barking Dog - Unfounded

RP states of a dog barking at the above address.  I responded and staged.  No dog heard barking.  Unfounded.  KN  MS

2/7/2015 4:15:00 PM Woodmoor Drive Les Suspicous Activity Suspicious Incident

RP states kids were playing with BB guns in the Marsh common area.  I responded and found kids at the above address and only had plastic guns.  No further action taken.  
LM

2/7/2015 5:20:00 PM White Tail Way Les Alarm Alarm

ADT states of an alarm at above address.  Upon my arrival checked the exterior which was secure.  Home owner arrived on scene and found he left the interior garage door 
open.  EPSO also arrived and advised them of circumstances.  LM

2/7/2015 9:50:00 PM South Park Drive Mark Assist Citizen Assist

While in the area resident at the above address waived me down and requested assistance in jump starting his vehicle.  Vehicle started after using jumper cables.  MS

2/7/2015 10:51:00 PM Prescotts Inc. Mark Suspicous Activity Suspicious Vehicle

While checking the above location, VID 2386 was found parked in the parking lot and appears to belong to a High School Student.  I checked the area and no suspects could 
be found. MS

2/7/2015 11:42:00 PM Woodmoor Center Cody Noise Complaint Disturbance

RP, PID 4952 reported that two patrons at Pikes Peak Brewing company were becoming problematic while leaving and asked if I would come sit in the parking lot.  Upon 
arrival I witnessed two white males waiting outside for a cab.  Once the cab arrived both males left without incident.  CP

2/8/2015 12:55:00 AM Palmer Ridge High School Cody Assist Citizen Contact

While sitting stationary at the above location, I contacted a student looking for a friends lost car keys.  After not finding the keys he left without incident.

2/8/2015 1:22:00 PM Long Bow Circle Les Open Doors Open Door/Window

While conducting the first initial check, I found the rear garage door unlocked.  I contacted owner who then advised to secure the door which I did.  LM

2/8/2015 2:47:00 PM Willow Park Way Les Assist Citizen Assist

RP, Woodmoor resident states they locked their keys in their car.  I responded and unlocked the door. LM

2/8/2015 7:23:00 PM Palmer Ridge High School Cody Assist Citizen Contact

While checking the above area, I witnessed VID 2388 driving erratically in the student parking lot.  Upon contacting the driver, I found that it was a young girl learning how 
to drive with family.  CP

2/9/2015 11:43:00 AM Saint Andrews Drive Kevin Animal Complaint Barking Dog - Unfounded

RP states of a large white dog in the back fenced yard barking.  I responded and staged.  I never heard a dog bark in the area.  KN

2/9/2015 5:03:00 PM Jack Boot Road Les Assist Assist Other Agency-Utility

RP called stated that appeared that someone had tampered with a fire hydrant at the above road at Paver Way.  Upon my arrival I observed that someone had removed a 
cap and it was laying on the ground.  I then contacted Woodmoor water and they advised they would inspect it 02/10/15. LM

2/9/2015 7:49:00 PM Augusta Drive Cody Vehicle/Traffic Traffic Accident

RP, PID 4953 states her daughter was just involved in a minor traffic accident at the above address damaging the mailbox. I responded and found there were no injuries. I 
then contacted 5W47 for assistance and also the Colo State Patrol dispatch. Per a supervisor at dispatch, they requested they do an online report. I also attempted to 
contact the property owner, PID 4954 about the damaged mailbox. Negative contact with the owner and I left a voice mail message regarding the incident. PID 4953 then 
contacted her insurance. The property owner, PID 4954 returned my call and I gave him the insurance information. KN

2/11/2015 6:15:00 PM Burnt Leaf Way Art Assist Citizen Contact

RP, PID 4955 wanted to report to WIA (Covenants) concerning a nuisance spotlight mounted on his neighbor's residence that shines directly into his elderly father's 
bedroom window.  RP states that light is a motion light and does not stay on constantly.  PID 4955 attempted to discuss the matter with PID 4956 but an argument ensued.  
RP 4955 request that WIA verify that the spotlight is within covenant standards as for as the mounting and location.  AB

2/12/2015 4:27:00 AM Church of Woodmoor Justin Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I found the rear door at the north east corner of the building open.  I secured the door.

2/12/2015 2:12:00 PM Longview Circle Art Suspicous Activity Suspicious Vehicle

While on patrol, VID 2389 was found parked near the intersection of Old Antlers Way and the above location.  No driver could be located.

2/12/2015 10:57:00 PM Woodmoor Drive Justin Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

Assisted TLFD on a medical call on the above street.

2/13/2015 7:58:00 AM Robin Hood Way Chad Animal Complaint Barking Dog - Unfounded

RP states of a dog barking on the above street at the end of the street.  I responded and staged on Sherwood Glen for 10 minutes and never heard a dog bark in the area. CF
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2/13/2015 12:19:00 PM Highway 105 Chad Vehicle/Traffic Traffic Accident

Assisted TLFD and EPSO with traffic control on a TA on the above street near Jackson Creek Parkway. CF

2/13/2015 3:27:00 PM Lewis Palmer Middle School Art Juvenile Complaints Juvenile Complaint

RP reported that several juveniles were climbing the fence to the athletic field off of Deer Creek Road.  I responded and contacted the individuals and informed them to use 
the open gate on the south side of the athletic field. AB

2/13/2015 5:46:00 PM South Park Drive Art Animal Complaint Animal Complaint

RP reports seeing a beige and white pit bull in the middle of the street and the dog ran to the above address.  I responded and no dog was seen in the area including the 
yard.  Attempted contact with homeowner and no answer to the door. AB

2/14/2015 6:10:00 PM Fawnwood Road Les Suspicous Activity Suspicious Incident

RP called and advised of a lot smoke in the area of the above street at Greenwood Lane.  I responded and found a nearby neighbor grilling, creating a lot of smoke.  No 
further action taken. LM

2/15/2015 10:31:00 AM Academy Circle Kevin Animal Complaint Animal Complaint

Unknown RP on White Fawn Drive states a couple walks their 2 Australian Shepards and they allow the dogs to go on other peoples property to defecate.  I responded and 
contacted the owners from the above address on Knollwood Circle.  They said they always have their dogs on a leash and pick up after them.  They were carrying their dogs 
waste in a plastic bag at the time.  Unable to contact the RP due to private number.  Complaint unfounded.  KN

2/16/2015 7:37:00 AM Sundance Trail Kevin Assist Assist Other Agency-Fire

TLFD dispatched to the above address on a fire alarm.  Code 4, unknown reason for activation. KN

2/16/2015 8:21:00 AM Saint Andrews Drive Kevin Property Property Damage

RP states her mailbox was damaged sometime last night. I responded and found a damaged mailbox but couldn't determine if it was vandalism or an accident on the icy 
roads.  No other damage was found or reported in the area. KN

2/16/2015 8:32:00 AM Greenwood Drive Kevin Alarm Alarm

ADT states of a front door activation at the above address.  I responded and contacted the owner, code 4 accidental activation.  KN

2/16/2015 9:19:00 AM Knollwood Blvd Kevin Suspicous Activity Suspicious Vehicle

While conducting a vacation check at the above address, I found VID 2390 parked in the driveway.  The vehicle had out of state plates and appears the vehicle may not 
have been able to make it up the road with the icy roads and parked in the driveway so as not to create a hazard.  KN

2/16/2015 12:18:00 PM Toboggan Hill Kevin Vehicle/Traffic Parking Complaint

RP states vehicles are parking in "No Parking" zones on Deer Creek Road.  I responded and contacted owners of 4 vehicles that were parked on the roadway.  They moved 
their vehicles without incident. KN

2/16/2015 2:18:00 PM Woodmoor Drive Les Assist Citizen Assist

While on patrol I observed a vehicle slide off of the driveway due to ice.  After checking Toboggan Hill I went back to render assistance.  I contacted the resident and they 
said they had called for a tow truck. No further action taken. LM

2/16/2015 4:06:00 PM Shadowood Drive Les Assist Citizen Contact

RP at the above address stated her step son had been angry about a settlement in reference to his dad's death and she feared he would come to her residence on the 17th 
after a meeting with his attorney.  RP further stated she would not be at the address and requested a check of the residence at 15:30 hrs to 16:30 hrs.  LM

2/16/2015 5:19:00 PM Clearview Windows Les Suspicous Activity Suspicious Vehicle

While checking the above location I found 2 people loading windows into a U-Haul truck.  I contacted the RP from the business who stated they were given permission to 
pick up the windows.  Code 4.  LM

2/16/2015 5:37:00 PM Toboggan Hill Les Vehicle/Traffic Parking Complaint

While checking the area I found several vehicles parked along the road on Deer Creek Road.  Vehicles were removed from the road without incident.  LM

2/16/2015 6:36:00 PM Pebble Beach Way Les Property Property Damage

RP advised by phone that her mailbox was gone and said she has reported the incident to EPSO.  RP stated she wanted WPS to know in case someone finds her mailbox.  LM

Follow Up: 02/17/15 at 16:14hrs, mailbox and post was found in front of 19144 Shadowood Dr.  The post would not fit in the WPS jeep so I advised the owner where the 
box was located.

2/16/2015 8:00:00 PM Knollwood Blvd Les Suspicous Activity Suspicious Incident

RP called advised of foot prints in the snow around her house and that a screen was removed from a window.  Upon my arrival I proceeded to a down stairs window and 
observed the screen ajar.  I then advised the RP that EPSO needed to be notified for a possible attempted burglary.  Deputies arrived on scene and took a case report and 
collected evidence.  I did not follow the foot prints to avoid contaminating the scene with my foot prints.  There were 2 sets of smaller sized prints heading towards the 
south west.  LM
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2/17/2015 12:40:00 AM Timber Run Heights Mark Open Doors Open Door/Window

While on patrol, I noticed the garage door at the above address was open.  Negative contact with the owner. MS

2/17/2015 10:49:00 AM Will O'the Wisp Way Kevin Vehicle/Traffic Traffic Complaint

While on patrol I observed a large "Car Carrier" parked on the above street.  As I approached the vehicle left the area.  Appx 10 min later I found the same vehicle on Lake 
Woodmoor Drive blocking one lane.  The truck had on vehicle on the rack above the cab and another one on the flatbed and also pulling a box trailer.  I contacted the driver 
and asked if he was lost.  At that time he stated "I'll be honest I'm trying to get to the interstate without going thru the port"  I advised him "wrong answer", gave directions 
to the interstate and also told him he must go thru the port and I would follow to ensure he went to the port.  
He stopped at the traffic light on Woodmoor Drive and Hwy 105 and exited his vehicle.  I approached and observed him tying the tongue of the trailer to the back of the 
truck with a ratchet strap.  I told him that was extremely dangerous and he shouldn’t be on the road with that.  He then got back in the truck and proceeded to the on ramp 
of I-25 Northbound.  I called State Patrol dispatch to let them know what I had discovered and he said he would notify the port of entry.  
I then responded to the port of entry.  The port operator had been notified by CSP and I stood by while he talked to the driver.  He also notified a supervisor to conduct a 
vehicle inspection.  Statement given to the port operator. KN

2/17/2015 1:53:00 PM Woodmoor Center Kevin Suspicous Activity Suspicious Incident

RP, library manager states a package was left on a bench outside.  I responded and found a gym bag containing clothes, magazines, and a Spanish book.  I checked with the 
Select Physical Therapy and the Fitness Center and no one knew who owned the bag.  There was a piece of paper containing a name however it was 6 years old.  Bag took 
to WPS office.

2/17/2015 3:28:00 PM Shadowood Drive Kevin Other Follow Up

Per report ID 35126, I sat in the area watching for trespassing suspect.  Code 4, suspect did not show up.

2/17/2015 6:30:00 PM White Fawn Drive Les Assist Citizen Assist

RP states she locked herself out of her house.  I responded and attempted to gain entry but could not.  WPS does not hold a key to the residence.  RP stated she would 
contact a locksmith. LM

2/17/2015 8:10:00 PM Flaming Tree Way Les Animal Complaint Barking Dog - Unfounded

States dogs at the above address are barking.  I responded and sat down the street for 10 min.  No dogs seen or heard barking. LM

2/17/2015 8:37:00 PM Sherwood Glen North Les Suspicous Activity Suspicious Vehicle

RP advised of a suspicious vehicle in the area of the above address.  I responded and the vehicle was GOA. LM

2/18/2015 12:05:00 PM Top O'the Moor Drive East Chad Suspicous Activity Suspicious Incident

RP from the above address called and stated that her neighbor had called and said that her garage door was open and a truck backed up to the garage.  Myself and 5W44 
responded and found one of the garage doors open but no truck was seen.  Myself and 5W44 entered the house from the garage setting off the alarm.  The alarm company 
called WPS and we advised them of the circumstances.  I called the RP back and she stated that she was out of town but her nephew had been at the house a few days ago 
but he was sure that he closed the garage door.  She stated that a few people would be staying over at the house from time to time until she returns home but requested a 
drive by only vacation check. CF

2/18/2015 10:14:00 PM Prescotts Inc. Mark Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I found the shipping and receiving door unlocked.  Secured the door on scene. MS

2/18/2015 11:43:00 PM Sherwood Glen North Karl Suspicous Activity Suspicious Person

While in the area of North Sherwood Glen, I encountered a juvenile male, later identified as PID 4958, walking down the street.  I contacted PID 4958 who stated he was 15 
years old and was just out for a walk.  He also said his dad knew he was out and that he lived just down the street on Furrow Road, but he didn't know the house number 
since they recently moved here.  I took him to the above address and had him call his father to meet us at the front door.  The father identified his son and I explained the 
juvenile anti-loitering law and the father apologized and said that he would make sure his son wasn't out past curfew again. KS

2/19/2015 12:36:00 AM Woodmoor Center Karl Open Doors Open Door/Window

During business check of the above location, I found the rear door to the PPBC (to the outdoor garden) unlocked.  When I pulled the handle, the alarm activated.  Alarm 
company called and was notified of the situation.  I contacted the business owner who came and locked the door.  Code 4. KS

2/19/2015 12:30:00 PM Pebble Beach Way Art Vehicle/Traffic Parking Complaint

While on patrol at the above location I observed two "Two Men & Truck" moving trucks parked on opposite sides of the road and there was no room for a vehicle to pass 
by.  I contacted the drivers and both vehicles were placed on the same side of the road. AB

2/19/2015 10:02:00 PM Indian Summer Lane Karl Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

Assisted on a medical call.

2/19/2015 11:10:00 PM Caribou Circle Karl Suspicous Activity Suspicious Person

RP states an unknown woman came to her door earlier in the evening stating that she lived on Caribou Drive and that she had a dispute with her boyfriend.  RP told her to 
leave.  RP requests drive by checks of the resident throughout the night and tomorrow as well as she doesn't know why the woman would have come to her house and 
suspects they may have been casing the house.  Advised RP that we would conduct periodic checks through February 20th. KS
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2/20/2015 12:17:00 AM 1840 Deer Creek Justin Property Property Damage

While conducting a business check at the above location, I noticed a large crack in a window that is next to the west entrance.  The damage does not appear to be 
suspicious and it is unknown when and how the damage occurred. JG

2/20/2015 12:44:00 AM Woodmoor Center Karl Open Doors Open Door/Window

During business check of the above location, I found the rear door to the PPBC (to the outdoor garden) unlocked.  When I pulled the handle, the alarm activated.  Alarm 
company called and was notified of the situation.  I contacted the business owner who came and locked the door.  Code 4. KS

2/20/2015 4:45:00 AM WIA/Barn Justin Property Property Damage

Upon returning to the WPS office, I noticed that the large clock in the WIA board room was lying face down on the floor.  It appears the clock fell off the wall breaking the 
glass.  The nail it was hanging on was also on the floor.  Photos were taken and sent to the WPS email account. JG

2/20/2015 8:54:00 AM White Fawn Drive Chad Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

2/20/2015 12:30:00 PM Caribou Circle Art Suspicous Activity Suspicious Incident

RP, PID 4964 reported that a woman walking her dog knocked on his door and requested to use a phone to call 911.  RP stated that after giving her the phone and stepping 
away, the woman left the house and was walking towards Cloverleaf without making a phone call.  The phone was left at the residence.  I checked the area and the 
individual could not be located. AB

2/20/2015 4:45:00 PM Furrow Road Karl Assist Check The Welfare

Unknown RP states of an elderly woman with a cane walking along the side of the road near Sugarbush Drive who didn't speak much English and seemed disoriented.  I 
responded and made contact with PID 4967 at the intersection of Indian Summer and Lions Head Drive.  She was able to indicate her last name (I could not understand her 
first name) and that she was just taking her daily walk and was fine.  She said she doesn't speak English well and doesn't move too fast.  Code 4. KS

2/20/2015 6:05:00 PM Caribou Circle Karl Property Found Property

RP, PID 4965, reported finding a purse on her property which had contents and identification belonging to PID 4966.  I responded and retrieved the purse and returned it to 
PID 4966.  It was later found that PID 4966 was the unidentified woman in WPS Report ID 35502. KS

2/20/2015 9:37:00 PM Fairplay Drive Karl Vehicle/Traffic Traffic Accident

Myself and 5W48 responded to a roll-over traffic accident with injuries at the intersection of the above street and Highway 105.  Conducted traffic control until released by 
CSP. KS

2/22/2015 3:04:00 AM Sloan Lane Justin Assist Citizen Assist

Received an emergency page at the above address for a "Citizens Assist".  Call was cleared by FD upon my arrival. JG

2/22/2015 1:06:00 PM Toboggan Hill Les Vehicle/Traffic Traffic Hazard

While in the area I found vehicles parked on the roadway.  Contacted owners and vehicles removed without incident. LM

2/22/2015 2:53:00 PM Toboggan Hill Les Vehicle/Traffic Traffic Hazard

RP stated that vehicles were parking in the roadway at the above location.  Upon my arrival I began to have owners move the vehicles and also observed snow borders on 
the hill.  I contacted the borders and they stated it was a pubic area. I informed them it was not and if the did not follow the rules they would have to leave.  They then 
complied with my order. LM

2/22/2015 7:34:00 PM Congressional Drive Les Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

2/23/2015 11:20:00 AM Toboggan Hill Kevin Vehicle/Traffic Parking Complaint

While checking the area found 4 vehicles parked on the roadway.  I contacted the owners which moved the vehicles.

2/23/2015 12:10:00 PM Greenwood Drive Kevin Assist Check The Welfare

RP, PID 4978 requests WPS check the welfare of the elderly resident at the above address periodically as he fell and broke a hip a few weeks ago,  I responded and owner is 
code 4 and requests in the future that we call him prior to arrival and he will open the garage door for us to access the house.  Owner phone number is listed as PID 4979

2/23/2015 1:38:00 PM Toboggan Hill Kevin Vehicle/Traffic Parking Complaint

Sat in the area above monitoring parking.  Numerous vehicles moved from roadway and numerous snowboarders stopped from using the hill.

2/23/2015 1:55:00 PM Rim of the World Drive Les Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

2/23/2015 2:05:00 PM Winding Hills Road Les Animal Complaint Barking Dog - Founded

RP called stating she heard a dog barking and hollowing near the above address.  I responded and staged and I could see and hear a cream colored poodle barking.  I 
attempted to make contact but no one was home.  Violation notice left on the front door. LM

2/23/2015 3:05:00 PM Toboggan Hill Kevin Property Found Property

While in the area someone found a cell phone on the hill.  I was able to locate the owner and returned the phone.
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2/24/2015 3:43:00 PM Glencannon Way Kevin Property Property Damage

RP states a Waste Management truck hit a very large branch from a tree inside the circle median of the cul-de-sac and the branch was stuck on the truck.  I responded and 
found a very large branch hanging from the top of the truck and the driver trying to remove it.  Another employee from waste management arrived and was able to get the 
tree off.  They said they would have the tree removed tonight and I told them it must be removed within a week.  
Pictures were taken, vehicle and driver was ID'd.

2/24/2015 9:58:00 PM Toboggan Hill Mark Assist Citizen Contact

While on patrol I found three juveniles sledding on the hill.  I contacted the juveniles and they left without incident.  MS

2/25/2015 9:24:00 AM Longview Circle Kevin Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

2/25/2015 11:49:00 AM Grist Mill Way Kevin Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

2/25/2015 4:10:00 PM Toboggan Hill Les Property Found Property

RP came to the office to drop off a car key with remote that he found while sledding last weekend.  Key will be kept until further notice in WPS Office. KN

2/25/2015 5:00:00 PM Woodmoor Drive Les Assist Citizen Assist

While on patrol I found a motorist that slid off the roadway.  I assisted her in getting the vehicle out of the ditch.  LM

2/25/2015 5:53:00 PM Woodmoor Drive Les Assist Citizen Assist

RP, WIA office staff states a motorist that slid off of the roadway in the 1600 block of Woodmoor Dr.  I responded and helped the motorist back on the roadway.  LM

2/25/2015 7:25:00 PM True Vista Circle Les Assist Citizen Assist

RP states she slid off the roadway in front of her residence and requested assistance.  I responded and was able to pull  the vehicle out..  LM

2/26/2015 7:18:00 PM Walters Point Art Alarm Alarm

ADT Security reports carbon monoxide alarm at the above location.  TLFD responded and it determined to be a false alarm.

2/26/2015 11:49:00 PM Woodmoor Center Karl Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I found the rear door to the PPBC unlocked.  When I pulled the handle, the alarm activated.  Alarm company called and was notified of 
the situation.  I contacted the owner who came and locked the door.

2/27/2015 5:52:00 AM Sherwood Glen North Justin Alarm Alarm

Assisted TLFD with a fire alarm at the above address.  False alarm, unknown reason for activation.

2/28/2015 1:11:00 AM Woodmoor Center Karl Open Doors Open Door/Window

During business check of the above location, I found the front doors of the Library unlocked.  When I pulled the handles the alarm activated.  I notified EPSO and contacted 
the RP who responded and locked the door.

2/28/2015 9:55:00 PM Toboggan Hill Karl Juvenile Complaints Juvenile Complaint

RP states several juveniles sledding and making noise at the above location.  Upon arrival I contacted 4 teenagers and advised them that the common areas were closed 
and they left without incident.

2/28/2015 10:17:00 PM Smugglers Road Karl Suspicous Activity Suspicious Vehicle

RP states a white pick up truck going up and down the street pulling into driveways and then stopping in one driveway.  Myself and 5W48 responded and contacted the 
driver of a Black Hills Energy truck.  He was pulling into driveways to see the house numbers.  The resident at the above address requested a service call due to smelling the 
odor of gas.
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